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ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY 2.0
GO¨RAN FORS
Abstract. The efficiency of contemporary algebraic topology is not optimal since the
category of topological spaces can be made more algebraic by introducing a profoundly new
(−1)-dimensional topological space {℘} as a topological join unit. Thereby synchronizing
the category of topological spaces with the structures within the contemporary category
of simplicial complexes as well as with the structures within the algebraic categories.
In the category of topological spaces, the empty space ∅ has since long been given the
role as a join unit - ad-hoc though. Since it is {∅}, not ∅, that is the join unit within the
category of simplicial complexes, that role of ∅ within general topology has to be rectified.
This article presents an algebraization of Hausdorff’s century old definition of the cate-
gory of topological spaces as well as some useful algebraic topological consequences thereof.
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1. Introduction
We give four quotations to catch some aspects of the foundation of Algebraic topology.
First, [22] N. E. Steenrod: A Convenient Category of Topological Spaces (1967) pp. 1-2:
(p. 1) For many years, algebraic topologists have been laboring under the
handicap of not knowing in which category of spaces they should work. ...
(p. 2) In this paper, we propose as convenient the category of spaces we
shall call compactly generated. Such a space is a Hausdorff space with the
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property that each subset that intersects every compact set in a closed set
is itself a closed set.
When J. H. Ewing reviewed William S. Massey’s monograph Homology and cohomology
theory in [5] (1979) he made quite a few reflections - some of which follow below:
Algebraic topology attempts to solve topological problems using algebra.
To do so requires some sort of machine which produces the “algebraic im-
age” of topology, and it is the machine itself on which topologists often
spend most of their time, first carefully building and then diligently refining.
Historically, the first such machine was ordinary homology and cohomology
theory. (The word “ordinary” is not a slur it means homology and cohomol-
ogy defined from an algebraic chain complex as opposed to ”extraordinary”
theories such as K-theory.)
... . . . I have stated that homology and cohomology are at the very foundation
of algebraic topology, and, moreover, that topologists have been confused
for some time about which particular variant to use. Some readers are apt
to conclude that,
(i) algebraic topology is a subject in great disarray,
(ii) algebraic topologists have certainly been a careless and giddy lot to
allow such a situation to continue, and
(iii) the news of this breakthrough(\\ of Massey using results of No¨beling to
promote the use of the Steenrod homology\\)will surely excite all topologists.
Lest the reader be led astray it should be forcefully pointed out that most
of the time most topologists only consider spaces for which all theories do
agree. Many machines of algebraic topology breakdown when applied to
general spaces;
. . .
Yet, as we indicated above, algebraic topology has developed far beyond
its roots and in the process much debris has been left behind. There is a
great need for simplification, unification and illuminating exposition; it is a
need which is largely unmet. Perhaps it’s time for some to stop partying
just long enough to tidy up.
F. Quinn lay out the development of the subject controlled topology in [19] (2002) pp. 1-2:
1.1 Locating the subject. In the first half of the 20th century topology
had two main branches: point-set topology, concerned with local properties
(separation, connectedness, dimension theory etc); and algebraic topology,
concerned with definition and detection of global structure (homology, char-
acteristic classes, etc.). In the 50s and 60s the algebraic branch split into
homotopy theory and geometric topology.... Controlled topology began in
the late 1970s and 80s as a way to apply the constructive techniques of
geometric topology to local questions more typical of point-set topology....
The ideational roots of ”category theory” is indicated in [16] (2005) - C. McLarty: Saunders
MacLane (1909-2005): His Mathematical Life and Philosophical Works. In p. 238, after
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mentioning some connections and similarities between Eliakim Hastings Moore (1862-1932)
and Saunders MacLane, McLarty points out that Moore had a principle stated as follows:
-“The existence of analogies between central features of various theories im-
plies the existence of a general abstract theory which underlies the particular
theories and unifies them with respect to those central features”. (Moore
[1908], p. 98)
Category theory was created to find the unity behind deep analogies be-
tween topology and algebra. Today it is a standard format for giving such
‘general abstract’ theories.
Learning mathematics the Bourbaki way, through structures and axioms, has its advan-
tages as stated in [15] (2005) Bourbaki and Algebraic Topology by J. McCleary. Then again,
modern mathematics is woven around category theory. When combinatorialists in the 70th
begun to use the Stanley-Reisner ring-construction, def. 2.5 p. 7, to solve combinatorial
problems, it was immediately clear that the classical category of simplicial complexes was
inadequate for their purposes and that it had to be - and was - rectified to allow a vertex-
free (−1)-dimensional simplicial join-unit {∅} matching the unit object “k◦ Id” (written k
for short) w.r.t. the k-tensor product among k-algebras while the empty simplicial complex
∅ now became to match the trivial ring 0, cf. Examples ii and iii p. 7.
Now, quite obviously, the classical topological category that was underlying the above
mentioned creation of “category theory” is equally inadequate to match the algebra-
structure as was the category of classical simplicial complexes. Topology need two point-free
spaces - the topological join-zero ∅ and a new join-unit {℘} to match even the contem-
porary combinatorial structure, with its two vertex-free complexes - simplicial join-zero ∅
and the simplicial join-unit {∅} invoked under the mentioned algebraization in the 1970th.
General topology were not equipped with any second point-free structure-vital object {℘}
until the beginning of the 1990th when the early draft of this author’s thesis addressed that
issue and provided that last piece of the above mentioned synchronization-puzzle regarding
general topology, combinatorics and algebra. Now, the realisation of augmental simplicial
complexes can be done through a faithful covariant functor as in the purely classical setting.
The switch from Hausdorff’s classical category of topological spaces and continuous func-
tions to the augmental category is further motivated by the following examples, starting
with a quotation from [25] G.W. Whitehead: Generalized Homology Theories (1962) p. 228:
2. Preliminaries. LetW0 be the category of spaces with base-point having
the homotopy type of a CW-complex. More precisely, an object of W0 is
a space X with base-point x0, such that there exists a CW-complex K
with base-point k0 and a homotopy equivalence of the pairs (X, {x0}) and
(K, {k0}); and a map of W0 is a continuous, base-point preserving map.
LetW be the category of spaces (without distinguished base-point) having
the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Let P be a fixed space consisting of
exactly one point po. If X ∈ W, let X
+ be the topological sum of X and
P ; then (X+, p0) is an object of W0. If X, Y ∈ W and f : X → Y , then
f has a unique extension f+ : X+ → Y + such that f+(p0) = p0, and f
+
is a map in W0. The correspondences X → X
+, f → f+ define a functor
+ :W →W0. Evidently we may regard W as a subcategory of W0.
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The last quote describes a familiar routine from Homotopy Theory providing all free
spaces with a common base point - essentially identical to what is done in [24] G.W.
Whitehead: Elements of Homotopy Theory, GTM 61, Springer (1978) p. 103.
When passing from the classical category of topological spaces to the augmental one,
the process is similar to the steps taken by Whitehead above except that one uses the now
available unique (−1)-dimensional space {℘} instead of P = {p0}, while at the same time
avoiding the choice of a particular point p0 ∈ P = {p0} ⊂ X . N.B. {p0} is 0-dimensional.
[26]G.W. Whitehead:Homotopy Groups of Joins and Unions (1956) shows a related issue.
(p 56.) The join of X with the empty set ∅ is X . (sic. An ad-hoc-convention
invented by the general topologists.)
(p 57.) We consider the empty set as an ordered Euclidean (−1)-simplex.
With the usual definition of equivalence of singular simplexes, we define
S˜p(X) to be the free abelian group generated by the singular (p − 1)-
simplexes in X (p = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) and define S˜(X) =
∑∞
p=0 S˜p(X), with
the usual boundary operator (the boundary of each singular 0-simplex is
the unique singular (−1)-simplex), to be the augmental total singular com-
plex of X. If A ⊂ X , then S˜(A) is a subcomplex of S˜(X) and we define
H˜p(X,A) to be the (p + 1)st homology group of the complex S˜(X)/S˜(A).
Of course, H˜p(X,A) = Hp(X,A) (p ≧ 0), except that H˜0(X, ∅) is the re-
duced 0-dimensional homology group of X .
The claim above “We consider the empty set as an ordered Euclidean (−1)-simplex”
implies that the singular chain-complex for ∅ will have Id∅ as a (−1)-dimensional gener-
ator, which contradicts the last sentence “... that H˜0(X, ∅) is the reduced 0-dimensional
homology group of X”, since then S˜i(∅) necessary equals the trivial group 0 for every i.
Finally, we quote [13] S. Mac Lane: Categories for the Working Mathematician (1998);
(p.175). The Simplicial Category: This category ∆ has as objects all
finite ordinal numbers n:={0,. . . , n-1} and as arrows f:n→n′ all (weakly)
monotone functions: . . .
(p. 178): The category ∆ has a direct geometric interpretation by affine
simplices, which give a functor ∆ :∆→ Top representing ∆ as a sub-
category of Top. On objects n of ∆ take ∆0 to be the empty topo-
logical space, and ∆n+1 to be the “standard” n-dimensional affine sim-
plex - the subspace of Euclidean Rn+1 consisting of the following points
∆n = {p = (t0, ..., tn|t0 ≧ 0, ..., tn ≧ 0),
∑
ti = 1};
-“On objects n of ∆ take ∆0 to be the empty topological space,. . . ” indicates that the
empty space ∅ is to be regarded as a (−1)-dimensional topological space. Here, as well
as in the three mentioned text-examples from G.W. Whitehead’s texts above, the author
tempers with the dimensions of objects that today have well-established dimensions within
contemporary combinatorics, i.e. dim ∅ = −∞, dim{∅} = −1 and dim{vertex} = 0, where
“vertex” turns into “point” in the category of topological spaces. A topological counterpart
{℘} of {∅} has yet to be introduced within general topology, as is done below. The category
of {℘}-extended topological spaces Co is called the augmental topological category.
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The definitions of continuous functions, standard simplexes, setminus, quotients, homol-
ogy manifolds etc within the augmental category Co, are properly reformulated - respecting
and embedding those of the related concepts within the classical topological category C.
The definitions of manifolds and their boundaries are given in p. 19 and the following
boundary formula for the join of two disjoint manifolds is established in Theorem 4.1 p. 22:
Bd(M1 ∗M2) = ((BdM1) ∗M2) ∪ (M1 ∗ (BdM2)).
This formula does not live classically. WithM∗• being “the cone of a Mo¨bius band” and
using the prime field Z3 with three elements as coefficient for the homology groups, the
above formula gives (for quasi-manifolds); Bd
Z3
(M ∗ •) = ((Bd
Z3
M) ∗ •) ∪ (M ∗ Bd
Z3
•) =
((S1) ∗ •)∪ (M∗Bd
Z3
•) = B2 ∪ (M∗{∅o}) = B2 ∪M = RP2:= real projective plane, where
Bn is the n-dimensional disk or n-ball and Sn is the n-sphere. ∅, {∅o}, and 0-dimensional
complexes with either one, •, or two, ••, vertices are the only manifolds in dimensions ≤ 0.
Bd• =“the boundary of the 0-ball •” = {∅o} = S−1. The double of • is the 0-sphere
••. Both the (−1)-sphere {∅o} and the 0-sphere •• has, as preferred, empty boundaries.
Note that classically: Bd• = Bd • • = ∅. Now one is bound to conclude that the wrong
category of topological spaces has been used within algebraic topology - all along.
The use of the category of augmental topological spaces and continuous functions instead
of Hausdorff’s classical category do carry the sign of a paradigm shift, since none of the
following useful example-formulas within Co from this article can live in the classical setting.
Theorem 3.4. (See p. 13) [The Ku¨nneth formula for Topological Joins; cp. [20] p. 235.]
If {X1 ∗ Y2, X2 ∗ Y1} is an excisive couple in X1 ∗ Y1, R a PID, G and G
′ R-modules
and TorR1 (G,G
′) = 0. Then the functorial sequences below are (non-naturally) split exact;
0 −→
⊕
i+j=q [Hˆi(X1, X2 ;G)⊗RHˆj (Y1, Y2;G
′)] −→
−→ Hˆq+1((X1 , X2) ∗ˆ (Y1 , Y2);G⊗RG
′) −→ (3)
−→
⊕
i+j=q−1 Tor
R
1
(
Hˆ
i
(X1 , X2;G), Hˆj(Y1, Y2;G
′)
)
−→ 0 
Next theorem shows that also the local augmental homology for products and joins can
be calculated through Theorem 3.4 once Proposition 3.7 p. 16 (below) has been established.
Theorem 3.6. (See p. 14) If (t1, x̂ ∗ y, t2) := {(x, y, t) | 0 < t1 ≤ t ≤ t1 < 1} for polytopes
X, Y and x ∈ X, y ∈ Y then, (For definition of \o see p. 15. For missing proofs, see [6].)
i.


Hˆq+1(X ∗ Y,X ∗ Y \o (x, y, t);G) ∼= Hˆq+1(X ∗ Y,X ∗ Y \o (t1, x̂ ∗ y, t2);G) ∼=
∼= Hˆq(X × Y,X × Y \o (x, y);G) ∼= Hˆq((X,X \o x)× (Y, Y \o y);G) ∼=
∼=
[
Motivation:
Th. 3.2 line four.
]
∼= Hˆq+1((X,X \o x) ∗ (Y, Y \o y);G).
ii. Hˆq+1(X ∗ Y,X ∗ Y \o (y, 0);G) ∼= Hˆq+1((X, ∅) ∗ (Y, Y \o y);G)
and equivalently for the (x, 1)-points from the join-definition.
All isomorphisms are induced by chain equivalences. 
Proposition 3.7. (See p. 16) Let G be a (unital) module over a commutative ring A
with unit. With α in the interior of σ, i.e. α ∈ {β ∈ |Σ| | [v ∈ σ] ⇐⇒ [β(v) 6= 0]} and
α = α0 if and only if σ = ∅o, the following A-module isomorphisms are all induced by
chain (homotopy) equivalences. (For definition of \o, Lk and cost see p. 15. )
Hˆi−#σ(LkΣσ;G) ∼= Hˆi(Σ, costΣσ;G) ∼= Hˆi(|Σ|, |costΣσ|;G) ∼= Hˆi(|Σ|, |Σ| \ oα;G). 
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2. Stanley-Reisner rings (Binary operations)
Definition 2.1. An (augmented abstract) simplicial complex Σ on a vertex set VΣ is a
collection (possibly empty) of finite subsets σ, the simplices, of VΣ satisfying:
(a) If v ∈ VΣ, then {v} ∈ Σ.
(b) If σ ∈ Σ and τ ⊂ σ, then τ ∈ Σ.
Define the simplicial join Σ1 ∗ Σ2, of two simplicial complexes Σ1 and Σ2 with disjoint
vertex sets, to be:
Σ1 ∗ Σ2 := {σ1 ∪ σ2 | σi ∈ Σi (i = 1, 2)}.
Three levels can be identified: a simplicial complex is a set of simplices, which are finite
sets of vertices. Denote the number of vertices in a simplex σ by #σ = card(σ).
Put q := dim σ := #σ − 1. Then σ is said to be a q-face or a q-simplex of Σ and
dimΣ := sup{dim(σ)|σ ∈ Σ}.
Writing ∅o when using the empty set ∅ as a simplex, dim({∅o}) = −1, while dim(∅) = −∞.
So, the empty set ∅ plays a dual role; it is both a (−1)-dimensional simplex and a
(−∞)-dimensional simplicial complex. The dimension formula for the join reads,
dim(Σ1 ∗ Σ2) = dimΣ1 + dimΣ2 + 1,
implying that a join unit must be of dimension (−1), as is the case for {∅o}.
∅ is the unique zero-object with respect to join, i.e.,
Σ ∗ ∅ = ∅ ∗ Σ = ∅, while {∅o} is the join-unit,
Σ ∗ {∅o} = {∅o} ∗ Σ = Σ.
Definition 2.2. Let a bar over a set-symbol denote the set of all finite subsets of that
set. This operation always results in a simplicial complex - known as the the full simplicial
complex on that particular set. Let the boundary of a set be “the set of all its finite proper
subsets” - indicated by a dot over the set-symbol.
So, for any simplex:
σ¯ := {τ | τ⊂σ} and σ˙ := σ¯\{σ}.
E.g., ¯{v} = {∅o, {v}}, ∅¯o = {∅o} = ˙{v} and ∅˙o = ∅.
Definition 2.3. A finite subset s ⊂ W ⊃ V∆ is said to be a non-simplex (with respect to
the “universe” W ) of a simplicial complex ∆ denoted s ∝ ∆ if: s 6∈ ∆ but s˙ ⊂ ∆.
Definition 2.4. For a set δ = {vi1 . . . vik} let mδ be the square-free monic monomial
mδ := 1A · vi1 · vi2 · · · · · vik ∈ A[W ]
where A[W ] is the graded polynomial algebra on the variable set W over the commutative
ring A with unit 1A. So, in particular, m∅o = 1A.
The generating set for the ideal I∆ below is minimal, while in the traditional definition of
Stanley-Reisner rings, I∆ is generated by all square-free monomials vi1 ·vi2 · · · · ·vik ∈ A[W ]
such that {vi1, vi2 , . . . , vik} /∈ ∆, which is formally simpler but less rooted in logics and less
explicit about the impact of different binary operations on simplicial complexes.
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Definition 2.5. Let
A〈∆〉 := A[W ]/I∆,
where I∆ is the ideal generated by the monomials induced by the non-simplices of ∆, i.e.
by {mδ | δ ∝ ∆}. A〈∆〉 is called the face ring or the Stanley-Reisner (St-Re) ring of ∆
over A. Frequently A = Z, the integers, or A = k, a field, e.g. a prime field, the reals or
the rational numbers.
Example ii below shows that: A〈{∅o}〉 ∼= A = The base-ring 6= 0 = The trivial ring = A〈∅〉.
Examples:
i. The choice of the universe W isn’t all that critical, since
A〈∆〉 ∼=
A[V∆]
({mδ ∈ A[V∆] | δ ∝ ∆})
, if ∆ 6= ∅, {∅o}.
ii. If ∆ = ∅, then the set of non-simplices equals {∅o}, since ∅o 6∈ ∅ and
∅˙o = ∅¯
((dim ∅o)−1)
o = {∅o}
(−2) = ∅ ⊂ ∅ =⇒ A〈∅〉 = 0 = the trivial ring, since m∅o = 1A.
Since ∅ ∈ ∆ if ∆ 6= ∅, {v} is a non-simplex of ∆ for every v ∈W \ V∆ i.e.,
[v 6∈ V∆ 6= ∅]⇐⇒[{v} ∝ ∆ 6= ∅].
So A〈{∅o}〉 = A since now {δ | δ ∝ ∆} =W.
iii. k 〈∆1 ∗∆2〉 ∼= k〈∆1〉⊗kk〈∆2〉 (R. Fro¨berg, 1988.) and
I∆1∗∆2 = ({mδ | [δ ∝ ∆1 ∨ δ ∝ ∆2] ∧ [δ /∈ ∆1 ∗∆2]}).
(·) :=the ideal generated by ·, ∧ :=“and” while ∨ :=“or”.
iv. If ∆i 6= ∅ for i = 1, 2, it is well known that,
a. I∆1∪∆2 = I∆1 ∩ I∆2 = ({m = Lcm(mδ1 , mδ2) | δi∝ ∆i for i = 1, 2});
b. I∆1∩∆2 = I∆1 + I∆2 = ({mδ | δ ∝ ∆1 ∨ δ ∝ ∆2}) in A[W].
I∆1 ∩ I∆2 and I∆1+ I∆2 are generated by a set (no restrictions on its cardinality) of square-
free monomials if both I∆1 and I∆2 are square-free.
Definition 2.6. An ordered simplicial complex ∆ is a simplicial complex equipped with a
partial order on V∆ that induces a linear order on the simplices.
Definition 2.7. Given two ordered simplicial complexes ∆′, ∆′′ with vertex sets V∆′ :=
{v′1, . . . , v
′
a} and V∆′′ := {v
′′
1 , . . . , v
′′
b } resp., where all the vertices belong to a common
“universe” W. [4] defines in Def. 8.8 p. 67 the ordered simplicial Cartesian Product,
∆′×∆′′, of ∆′ and ∆′′, and shows in Lemma 8.9 p. 68 that ∆′×∆′′ triangulates |∆′|×|∆′′|
- the topological cartesian product of the realizations of the involved complexes. Now, put,
V∆′×∆′′ := {(v
′
1, v
′′
1), . . . , (v
′
a, v
′′
b )} - the vertex set of ∆
′ ×∆′′ and wi,j := (v
′
i, v
′′
j ).
Simplices in ∆′ ×∆′′ are sets {wi0,j0, wi1,j1, . . . , wik,jk}, with wis,js 6= wis+1,js+1 and
v′i0 ≤ v
′
i1 ≤ · · · ≤ v
′
ik
(v′′j0 ≤ v
′′
j1 ≤ . . . ≤ v
′′
jk
) where v′i0 , v
′
i1 , . . . , v
′
ik
(v′′j0, v
′′
j1, . . . , v
′′
jk
)
is a sequence of vertices, with repetitions possible, which constitutes a simplex in ∆′ (∆′′).
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In particular, ∆′×∆′′ is an ordered simplicial complex with respect to the product order.
dim(∆′ ×∆′′) = dim∆′ + dim∆′′ except for the following products:
∆× ∅ = ∅ ×∆ = ∅, while ∆× {∅o} = {∅o} ×∆ = {∅o} if ∆ 6= ∅.
Example v. ([7] p. 72) C ′ ∪D below is a reduced (Gro¨bner) basis, for I in
k〈∆1 ×∆2〉 ∼= k[V∆1 ×V∆2]/I,
i.e., C ′ ∪D = {mδ | δ ∝ ∆1 ×∆2} with C
′ and D defined as follows,
C ′ := {wλ,µwν,ξ|λ < ν ∧ µ > ξ}, where wλ,µ := (vλ, vµ), with vλ ∈ V∆1 and vµ ∈ V∆2.
The subindices reflect the assumed linear ordering on the factor simplices.
Now, letting pi with a bar over it denote the projection down onto the i:th factor;
D :=
{
w = wλ1,µ1 · · · · · wλk,µk |
[[[
{p1(w)} ∝ ∆1
]
∧
[
{p2(w)} ∈ ∆2
]
∧
[λ1 < · · · < λk
µ1 ≤ · · · ≤ µk
]]
∨
∨
[[
{p1(w)} ∈ ∆1
]
∧
[
{p2(w)} ∝ ∆2
]
∧
[λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λk
µ1 < · · · < µk
]]
∨
[[
{p1(w)} ∝ ∆1
]
∧
[
{p2(w)} ∝ ∆2
]
∧
[λ1 < · · · < λk
µ1 < · · · < µk
]]]}
.
Any Stanley-Reisner ring is a discrete Hodge algebra, as defined in [2] §7.1.
The identification vλ⊗vµ ↔ (vλ, vµ) and the vertex orderings above, gives the following
graded k-algebra isomorphism of degree zero;
k〈∆1 ×∆2〉 ∼= k〈∆1〉⊗¯k〈∆2〉,
where the r.h.s. is an example of a generator-order sensitive Segre product.
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3. Augmental homology
Augmental homology, denoted Hˆ∗ wether the simplicial homology functor or the singular
homology functor is concerned, is a homology theory fulfilling all the Eilenberg-Steenrod
axioms and unifies the classical relative homology functor and the ad-hoc invented functor
known as the classical reduced homology functor.
There is also an augmental cohomology functor which relates to augmental homology in
the same way as classical relative cohomology relates to classical relative homology.
The underlying technicalities are analogous to those in the classical introduction of sim-
plicial homology and by just hanging on to the {∅o}-augmented chains, also when defining
relative chains o, one gets the ”relative simplicial augmental homology functor for Ko-pairs”
(defined below), denoted Hˆ∗.
The same comment applies to singular homology, via the introduction of the (−1)-
dimensional topological space {℘} explained below. An introduction is also laid out in
Wikipedia “Homology”.
3.1. Background. Abstract simplicial complexes can be either “classical” or “augmented”.
Some 40 years ago combinatorialists begun to systematically use Stanley-Reisner rings, also
known as ”face rings”, and therethrough commutative algebra to solve combinatorial prob-
lems. This process opened up with an algebraization of the classical definition of abstract
simplicial complexes which resulted in the augmental version, which in turn required a
redefinition of the simplicial join, making it “tensor-like”.
E.g. the empty simplicial complex switched from being the unit object w.r.t. to simplicial
join to instead become its zero object. The role as the join unit was taken over by the new
vertex-free simplicial complex {∅}, containing nothing but the empty simplex.
The following definition gives;
(1.) “the classical abstract simplicial complexes” if the word “non-empty” is included and
(2.) the contemporary definition, i.e., that of “augmented abstract simplicial complexes”
if non-empty is excluded.
Definition. A ”simplicial complex” is a set S of (non-empty) finite sets closed under the
formation of subsets.
Formally: 1. (σ ∈ Σ) ∧ (∅ 6= τ ⊂ σ) =⇒ τ ∈ Σ resp., 2. (σ ∈ Σ) ∧ (τ ⊂ σ) =⇒ τ ∈ Σ.
The Stanley-Reisner ring of the empty simplicial complex is the trivial ring with the zero-
element as its only member, while the Stanley-Reisner ring of {∅} is the base ring. The
trivial ring, 0, is a subring of every ring. The (new) augmented simplex ∅ generates a
subcomplex {∅} of every non-empty augmented abstract simplicial complex.
The category of topological spaces and continuous functions were left unattended, which
for instance implied that there were no topological space that could serve as the realiza-
tion (see below) of the new simplicial complex {∅}. Suddenly there were two vertex free
simplicial complexes, ∅ and {∅}, but still only one point-free topological space, i.e. ∅.
The empty set ∅ plays a dual role in the contemporary category of simplicial complexes
- it is both a (−1)-dimensional simplex and a (−∞)-dimensional simplicial complex. Let
∅o denote the empty set ∅ when regarded as a simplex and not as a simplicial complex.
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3.2. Definitions. Since the presence of this empty simplex ∅o in every non-empty (aug-
mented abstract) simplicial complex is the only thing that makes them different from the
classical ones, it is straightforward to find useful functors between these two categories.
The new simplicial complex {∅o} will also serve as join-unit and as the (abstract simplicial)
(−1)-standard simplex.
Let K be the classical category of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps and let Ko
be the contemporary category. Define Eo : K → Ko to be the functor augmenting ∅o, as a
simplex, to each classical simplicial complex. Eo has an inverse E : Ko → K deleting ∅o.
The dimension of any non-empty simplicial complex is a well-defined integer ≧ −1, which
for the join of two simplicial complexes with disjoint vertex sets results in the following
dimension formula:
dim(Σ1 ∗ Σ2) = dimΣ1 + dimΣ2 + 1,
implying that the join unit must be of dimension −1, which by definition is the dimension
of {∅o}.
The least one expect from a realization functor is that it preserves the dimension. So,
this new (−1)-dimensional simplicial complex {∅o} then actually implies that there can
be no faithful formal realization functor from the augmented simplicial complexes down
to the classical topological spaces, in contrast to the purely classical situation. The clas-
sical category of topological spaces only allows the two augmented vertex-free simplicial
complexes ∅ ((−∞)-dimensional) and {∅o} ((−1)-dimensional) to be collapsed into the
one and only point-free topological space ∅, which prevents the algebraic structure inflated
in the 1970th into the augmental category of simplicial complexes to be faithfully carried
over to the category of topological spaces. The same anomalous result occurs when the re-
alization of augmented simplicial complexes are filtered through the category of simplicial
sets, as worked out in [3].
Augmenting this new (−1)-dimensional topological space {℘} into each classical topolog-
ical space constitutes the Augmental category of topological spaces, which certainly enable
a full-fledged realization functor that is faithful to the new definition of simplicial com-
plexes and their joins. Of course, also the classical homology theory for pairs of simplicial
complexes needs to be modified accordingly to make it adjust to this new algebra-adjusted
simplicial environment. On the chain level, every non-empty simplicial chain-complex re-
mains the same as those in the classical theory, except for a single generator in degree −1,
accounting for the everywhere present new (−1)-dimensional simplex ∅o.
Using classical homology and the above terminology, the augmental homology theory for
“simplicial pairs” from the new simplicial category is completely determined as follows:
Hˆi(Σo1,Σo2;G) =


Hi(E(Σo1), E(Σo2);G) if Σo2 6= ∅
H˜i(E(Σo1),G) if Σo1 6= {∅o}, ∅ and Σo2 = ∅{
∼= G if i = −1
= 0 if i 6= −1
when Σo1 = {∅o} and Σo2 = ∅
0 for all i when Σo1 = Σo2 = ∅.
H∗ denotes the classical simplicial homology functor with its reduced tilde-equipped com-
panion. Note that now there is no need for any “reduced homology functor” to the left.
To perform an analogous algebraization of the category of topological spaces - add,
using topological sum, to each classical topological space X ∈ D an external element ℘,
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resulting in;
X℘ := X + {℘} ∈ D℘.
Finally, add the universal initial object ∅ and let, as for Eo above,
F℘ : D → D℘;X −→ X℘ := X + {℘}
be the functor adjoining (i.e. “augmenting”) to each classical topological space a new
non-final element denoted ℘. F℘ has an inverse F : D℘ −→ D deleting ℘.
This far everything seems to work smoothly, but to be able to construct a homology
theory, the new “standard simplices” and, as in this case, the new ”singular simplices”
must be defined, but prior to that the simplicial maps and the continuous functions must
be properly defined/identified. The latter identification is performed simply by declaring
that no essentially new functions are allowed, in the sense that e.g. the “new” topological
functions are all “topological unions” of the form
f℘ = f + Id{℘} : X℘ := X + {℘} −→ Y℘ := Y + {℘}.
Since ∅ is declared to be a universal initial object, any empty map ∅ −→ X℘ must also be
accepted as an “augmental map”. The empty topological space ∅ has played a fix formalized
role within the Eilenberg-Steenrod axiomatic formalism and it is compatible, through the
realization functor, with its (−∞)-dimensional counterpart ∅ in the contemporary category
of simplicial complexes, where {∅} ( 6= ∅) is a natural (−1)-dimensional object.
Single-space simplicial and singular homology theories are rather perifer - mostly pair-
space theories are used and then always together with the “convention”;
Hi(X ;G) := Hi(X, ∅;G),
which in fact is more than a mere convention in that it tacitly assumes the chain complex
of ∅ to have nothing but the trivial group in each degree. This has its origin in [4] p. 3
where the true convention “... (X, ∅) is usually abbreviated by (X) or simply, X” is found.
Lemma. (Analogously for augmental cohomology, by raising the subindex to an index.)
Hˆi(X℘1, X℘2;G) =


Hi(F(X℘1),F(X℘2);G) if X℘2 6= ∅
H˜i(F(X℘1);G) if X℘1 6= {℘}, ∅ and X℘2 = ∅{
∼= G if i = −1
= 0 if i 6= −1
when X℘1 = {℘} and X℘2 = ∅
0 for all i when X℘1 = X℘2 = ∅.
Both the augmental simplicial, as well as the augmental singular pair-space homology
functors are formal ”homology theories” in the sense of Eilenberg-Steenrod [4]. This,
in particular, implies that relative Mayer-Vietoris sequences for excisive couples of pair
spaces can be used without further motivation, as this is a direct formal consequence of
the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms.
3.3. Augmental homology for joins and products of augmented topological spaces.
The definition of the product of simplicial complexes is given in def. 2.7 p. 7 at the end of
the chapter on Stanley-Reisner rings (Binary operations), that of simplicial sets is given in
[9] and the one for topological spaces is found in any elementary book on general topology.
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The join of two simplicial complexes with disjoint vertex sets is a very important binary
operation (cp. Ex. iii p. 7), defined as follows:
∆1 ∗∆2 := {δ | δ = δ1 ∪ δ2, δi ∈ ∆i},
while the join-definition for simplicial sets and topological spaces is found in [8] resp. [6].
The join of two topological spaces X and Y can be defined as the double mapping cylinder
of X×Y with respect to the two projection maps pX : X×Y −→ X and pY : X×Y −→ Y ,
which might appear somewhat cryptic. The detailed definitions of the two topological join-
versions in common use, ∗ and ∗ˆ, is found in [6] p. 17 and their actions are homotopic.
The pair-products and pair-joins are defined as follows:
(X1, X2)×∪ (Y1, Y2) := (X1 × Y1, X1 × Y2 ∪X2 × Y1)
and
(X1, X2) ∗∪ (Y1, Y2) := (X1 ∗ Y1, X1 ∗ Y2 ∪X2 ∗ Y1).
The topologizing of topological pair-joins has to be done with some care, cf. [6] pp. 19-20.
These are the versions that are in common use, usually with ⋄ := ⋄∪, though it is
(X1, X2)×∩ (Y1, Y2) := (X1 × Y1, X1 × Y2 ∩X2 × Y1) = (X1 × Y1, X2 × Y2)
that is the pair-categorical product. Equivalent definitions for ∗∩ and for simplicial pairs.
The new object {℘} gives the classical Ku¨nneth formula (≡4:th line in Th. 3.1 below)
additional strength but much of the classical beauty is lost - a loss which is regained in the
join version, i.e. in Theorem 3.4 p. 13 (PID = Principal Ideal Domain),
Theorem 3.1. If {X1 × Y2, X2 × Y1} is an ”excisive couple” (Def. [20] p. 188), q ≧ 0, R
a PID, and assuming TorR1 (G,G
′) = 0 for R-modules G and G′, then;
Hˆq((X1, X2)× (Y1, Y2);G ⊗RG
′) ∼=

[Hˆi(X1;G)⊗R Hˆj(Y1;G
′)]q ⊕ (Hˆq(X1;G)⊗RG
′)⊕ (G⊗R HˆqY1;G
′)⊕ T1 if C1
[Hˆi(X1;G)⊗R Hˆj(Y1, Y2;G
′)]q ⊕ (G⊗R Hˆq(Y1, Y2;G
′))⊕ T2 if C2
[Hˆi(X1, X2;G)⊗R Hˆj(Y1;G
′)]q ⊕ (Hˆq(X1, X2;G)⊗RG
′)⊕ T3 if C3,
[Hˆi(X1, X2;G)⊗R Hˆj(Y1, Y 2;G
′)]q ⊕ T4 if C4,
(1)
where the torsion terms, i.e. the T-terms, split as those ahead of them, e.g.,
T1 = [Tor
R
1
(
Hˆi(X1;G), Hˆj(Y1;G
′)
)
]q−1⊕Tor
R
1
(
Hˆq−1(X1;G),G
′
)
⊕ TorR1
(
G, Hˆq−1(Y1;G
′)
)
,
and
T4 = [Tor
R
1 (Hˆi(X1, X2;G), Hˆj(Y1, Y2;G
′))]q−1.
Ci, (i = 1− 4), are “conditions” and should be interpreted as follows, resp.,

C1 := X1 × Y1 6= ∅, {℘} and X2 = ∅ = Y2,
C2 := X1 × Y1 6= ∅, {℘} and X2 = ∅ 6= Y2,
C3 := X1 × Y1 6= ∅, {℘} and X2 6= ∅ = Y2,
C4 := X1 × Y1 = ∅, {℘} or X2 6= ∅ 6= Y2.
[. . . ]q above, should be interpreted as
⊕
i+j=q and i,j≥0 . . . . (... as in [20] p. 235 Th. 10.).
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The next theorem is a consequence of the relative Mayer-Vietoris sequence (M-Vs)
and, in this case, the splitting of it. Moreover, note that excisivity is not an issue in this
join/product-version of the M-Vs. The theorem shows the strong connection between the
augmental singular homology groups for “products of pair spaces” and those for “joins of
pair spaces”. For t ∈ [0, 1], the intervalls t ≧ 0.5 and t ≦ 0.5 identifies two halves of the
pair join of two pair spaces, regarded as a collection of curves - one for each point pair.
The union of these two halves is that very join, while the intersection is the pair product.
Theorem 3.2. For (X1, X2) 6= ({℘}, ∅) 6= (Y1, Y2) and if A is a commutative ring with
unit and if G is an A-module, then;
Hˆq((X1, X2)× (Y1, Y2);G) ∼=
∼= Hˆq+1((X1, X2) ∗ (Y1, Y2);G)⊕ Hˆq((X1, X2) ∗ (Y1, Y2)
t≧0.5
+(X1, X2) ∗ (Y1, Y2)
t≦0.5
;G) =
∼=


Hˆq+1(X1 ∗ Y1;G)⊕ Hˆq(X1;G)⊕ Hˆq(Y1;G) if C1
Hˆq+1((X1, ∅) ∗ (Y1, Y2);G)⊕ Hˆq(Y1, Y2;G) if C2
Hˆq+1((X1, X2) ∗ (Y1, ∅);G)⊕ Hˆq(X1, X2;G) if C3
Hˆq+1((X1, X2) ∗ (Y1, Y2);G) if C4
(2),
where the +-sign above indicates “addition” at the underlying chain-level and Ci, (i =
1− 4), are the same “conditions” as in Th. 3.1 above.
Theorem 3.3. [The relative Eilenberg-Zilber theorem for topological join.]
For an excisive couple {X∗Y2, X2∗Y } from the category of ordered couples ((X,X2), (Y, Y2))
of topological pairs℘;
s(∆℘(X,X2)⊗∆
℘(Y, Y2)) is naturally chain (homotopy) equivalent to ∆
℘((X,X2)∗(Y, Y2)).
(s stands for suspension i.e. the suspended chain equals the original one except that the
dimension i in the original chain becomes i + 1 in the suspended chain. Th. 3.3 is the
augmental join version of the classical Th. 9 in [20] p. 234 for products.)
The couple {X1 ∗ Y2, X2 ∗ Y1} is excisive if and only if {X1 × Y2, X2 × Y1} is excisive.
Theorem 3.4. [The Ku¨nneth formula for Topological Joins; cp. [20] p. 235.]
If {X1 ∗Y2, X2 ∗Y1} is an excisive couple in X1 ∗Y1, R a PID, G and G
′ R-modules and
TorR1 (G,G
′) = 0. Then the functorial sequences below are (non-naturally) split exact;
0 −→
⊕
i+j=q
[Hˆ
i
(X1, X2 ;G)⊗RHˆj (Y1, Y2;G
′)] −→
−→ Hˆq+1((X1 , X2) ∗ˆ (Y1, Y2);G⊗RG
′) −→ (3)
−→
⊕
i+j=q−1
TorR1
(
Hˆ
i
(X1 , X2;G), Hˆj(Y1 , Y2;G
′)
)
−→ 0 
([20] p. 247 Th. 11 indicates how to formulate the cohomology-analog of Theorem 3.4.)
(X1, X2) = ({℘}, ∅) in the last Theorem immediately gives the following useful theorem.
Note that the pair-space ({℘}, ∅) does not exist classically. Moreover, general formulas
containing joins of pair-spaces can not live in the classical environment, making classical
algebraic topology a relatively week tool compared to the augmental version presented here.
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This is further underlined by the fact that the join-operation is the functorial counterpart,
under the Stanley-Reisner ring construction, of the tensor product within commutative
algebra, see Example iii p. 7 in chapter 2 on Stanley-Reisner rings.
Theorem 3.5. [The Universal Coefficient Theorem for (co)Hˆomology]{
Hˆi(Y1, Y2;G) ∼= Hˆi(Y1, Y2;R⊗R G) ∼=
∼= (Hˆi(Y1, Y2;R)⊗R G)⊕ Tor
R
1
(
Hˆi−1(Y1, Y2;R),G
) for any R-PID-module G.
If all Hˆ∗(Y1, Y2;R) are of finite type or G is finitely generated, then;
Hˆi(Y1, Y2;G) ∼= Hˆ
i(Y1, Y2;R⊗RG) ∼= (Hˆ
i(Y1, Y2;R)⊗R G)⊕ Tor
R
1 (Hˆ
i+1(Y1, Y2;R),G).
Next theorem shows that also the local augmental homology for products and joins can
be calculated through Theorem 3.4 once Proposition 3.7 p. 16 has been established.
Theorem 3.6. If (t1, x̂ ∗ y, t2) := {(x, y, t) | 0 < t1 ≤ t ≤ t1 < 1} for polytopes X, Y and
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y then, (For definition of \o see p. 15. )
i.


Hˆq+1(X ∗ Y,X ∗ Y \o (x, y, t);G) ∼= Hˆq+1(X ∗ Y,X ∗ Y \o (t1, x̂ ∗ y, t2);G) ∼=
∼= Hˆq(X × Y,X × Y \o (x, y);G) ∼= Hˆq((X,X \o x)× (Y, Y \o y);G) ∼=
∼=
[
Motivation:
Th. 3.2 line four.
]
∼= Hˆq+1((X,X \o x) ∗ (Y, Y \o y);G).
ii. Hˆq+1(X ∗ Y,X ∗ Y \o (y, 0);G) ∼= Hˆq+1((X, ∅) ∗ (Y, Y \o y);G)
and equivalently for the (x, 1)-points from the join-definition.
All isomorphisms are induced by chain equivalences. 
The proofs of the above theorems are all collected in [6].
The Proposition below and the link-formula:
LkΣ1∗Σ2(σ1 ∪ σ2) = (LkΣ1σ1) ∗ (LkΣ2σ2),
offers a good platform for a straightforward proof of Theorem 3.6 in this special case of
polytopes - and therefore also for CW-complexes since those have the homotopy type of the
realization of a simplicial complex and since joins preserves homotopies and the singular
homology functor isn’t pair-homotopy sensitive.
3.4. The “point” of augmental structures. There is a notable and maybe rather an-
noying effect of the algebraization, i.e. the shift from classical complexes/spaces to aug-
mented complexes/spaces resp. concerning the normal perception of a “point” in every-day-
mathematics. In algebraic topology the concept of a “point” is formalized and of fundamen-
tal importance, mainly due to its presence in the dimension axiom among the Eilenberg-
Steenrod axioms, which, on a formal level, is non-problematic to implement in the new cat-
egories of augmented simplicial complexes resp. augmented topological spaces. In classical
simplicial homology theory a point is a simplicial complex containing a single simplex that
contains a single vertex, formally {{v}}. In the literature this classical simplicial complex
{{v}} is often denoted {v} which formally denotes a classical simplex.
“Points” in a complex Σ in the category of augmented simplicial complexes Ko now
becomes {∅, {v}}, which certainly does not match our intuitive perception of a point, but
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within the category of augmented simplicial complexes and under the Eilenberg-Steenrod’s
axiomatization of (co)homology theory, {∅, {v}} is formally a typical “point”.
The Stanley-Reisner ring (St-R ring, Def. 2.5 p. 7) of ∅ is the trivial ring 0. In the light
of the algebraization — as awkward as it would be to define and work with rings with no
trivial subring 0, as natural will it probably become to work with “points” of the type
{∅, {v}} in augmented complexes Σ ∈ Ko, i.e. in the category of augmented simplicial
complexes, while of the generic type {℘, x} in augmented spaces X℘ ∈ D℘, the category of
augmented topological spaces (= augmental category of topological spaces).
The notation “x ∈ X” is just a short for the set-theoretical “{x} ⊂ X”, which in turn,
via F℘, impose the notation “{℘, x} ⊂ X℘” for a point in X℘ ∈ D℘ = the category
of augmented topological spaces and continuous functions. Well, no harm comes out of
adopting the convention that “{℘, x} ⊂ X℘” also in the augmental setting is denoted x ∈ X.
3.5. More on notations and realizations. The next Proposition is an augmental ver-
sion of results from 1984 due to H-G. Gra¨be and J.R. Munkres. (Changing the subindex i
to an index gives the formula for augmental cohomology.) It shows a very close homology
connection between the local structure of a simplicial complex and that of its polytope.
This close connection is in itself a strong motivation for the introduction of the topological
(-1)-dimensional object {℘}, which, due to its relation to {∅o}, imposes the following defi-
nition of an extended “setminus” “\o” in D℘, where the identification x↔ {x, ℘}, modeled
after the classical x↔ {x}, is used. The common practise to write x ∈ X for the classical
point-set-theoretical {x} ⊂ X motivates the above notation x ∈ X also for {℘, x} ⊂ X℘.
“\” denotes the classical setminus also known in set theory as the relative complement.
To avoid to “accidentally” dropp out of the new category, the definition of an extended
“setminus” (\o) needs some extra attention:
Definition.
X℘1 \o X℘2 :=
{
∅ if X℘1 = ∅, X℘1 $ X℘2 or X℘2 = {℘}
F℘(F(X℘1) \ F(X℘2)) else.
In particular, X℘1 \o x = ∅ if x = ℘.
The link, LkΣσ, of a simplex σ with respect to a simplicial complex Σ is defined through:
LkΣσ := {τ ∈ Σ | [σ ∩ τ = ∅] ∧ [σ ∪ τ ∈ Σ]}
Note that Lk
Σ
∅o = Σ and this very link is sometimes called “the Missing Link”, since it
does not exist in the classical setting.
dimLkΣσ = dimΣ−#σ,
where # stands for cardinality, i.e., #σ denotes “the number of vertices in the simplex σ”.
The contrastar of σ w.r.t. Σ is defined as:
costΣσ := {τ ∈ Σ|τ # σ}.
So, costΣ∅o = ∅ and costΣσ = Σ if and only if σ 6∈ Σ. (In classical literature, the “costΣσ”
is known as the “complement of Σ w.r.t. σ”, e.g., see [4] p. 74 exercise E.)
Now, with the (−1)-dimensional topological space {℘} in place, the new definition of
the realization |Σ| of an arbitrary simplicial complex Σ is carried out by just extend-
ing the range space (a function space) of Spanier’s classical covariant realisation-functor
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from [20] p. 110, with an additional “coordinate function” α0 where α0(v) ≡ 0 for all v ∈
VΣ, where V is the vertex set. In the resulting function space, {α0} now serves as the
(−1)-dimensional topological join unit {℘}, i.e., |{∅o}| = {α0}. For details, see [6] p. 13.
Since the barycentric realization of the (−1)-dimensional simplicial complex {∅o} is the
(−1)-dimensional topological space {α0} where α0 is the unique coordinate function that
maps any vertex to 0, the distance from α0 to any other point is constant, i.e., it is exactly
1 in the barycentric metric — a truly outstanding property.
Proposition 3.7. (For proof, see [6] p. 24.) Let G be a (unital) module over a commutative
ring A with unit. With α in the interior of σ, i.e. α ∈ {β ∈ |Σ| | [v ∈ σ]⇐⇒ [β(v) 6= 0]}
and α = α0 if and only if σ = ∅o, the following A-module isomorphisms are all induced by
chain (homotopy) equivalences.
Hˆi−#σ(LkΣσ;G) ∼= Hˆi(Σ, costΣσ;G) ∼= Hˆi(|Σ|, |costΣσ|;G) ∼= Hˆi(|Σ|, |Σ| \ oα;G).
Since the realization of a simplicial complex is a compactly generated normal space
it is convenient to assume that the realization-functor targets the category of compactly
generated Hausdorff spaces, where the concept “compactly generated” is unambiguous,
compare [14] Ch. 5 p. 39ff. This topology-enlargement to the compactly generated topology
is rarely needed in practice and is in any case harmless as it, e.g., does not effekt the
calculations of homology groups. The convenience depends on the fact that both the
topological join- and the product-topology of the realisations of two simplicial complexes
otherwise need not in general be compactly generated. With this in mind, the formulas for
the realization of a product (×) or a join (∗) of simplicial complexes becomes very simple
since the simplicial joins and products just turn into topological joins and products resp.
The Milnor realization |ˆΞˆ| of any simplicial set Ξ is triangulable by [9] p. 209 Cor. 4.6.12.
E.g., the augmental singular complex ∆℘(X) with respect to any topological space X ,
is a simplicial set and, cf. [17] p. 362 Theorem 4, the map j : |ˆ∆℘(X )ˆ| → X is a weak
homotopy equivalence i.e. induces homotopy isomorphisms, and j is a true homotopy
equivalence if X is of CW-type, e.g. if X is a polytope, cf. [9] pp. 76-77, 170, 189ff, 221-2.
Any (augmental) simplicial complex Σ can be regarded as an ordered simplicial complex.
Any ordered simplicial complex Σ also possess the structure of a simplicial set. If the latter
structure is at focus the symbol for the simplicial complex is equipped with a hat, as is any
symbol that relates to simplicial sets in the following formulas. Product respectively join
signs within the category of compactly generated spaces are below equipped with a bar
over it. Now, [9] and [8], resp., gives the following homeomorphism for complexes Σ1,Σ2:
|Σ1|×¯|Σ2| ≃ |ˆΣˆ1ˆ|×¯|ˆΣˆ2ˆ| ≃ |ˆΣˆ1×ˆΣˆ2 |ˆ ≃ |Σ1 × Σ2|
and
|Σ1|∗¯|Σ2| ≃ |ˆΣˆ1ˆ|∗¯ˆ|Σˆ2 |ˆ ≃ |ˆΣˆ1∗ˆΣˆ2ˆ| ≃ |Σ1 ∗ Σ2|.
The realization functor and the functor induced by j : |ˆ∆℘(X )ˆ| → X are adjoint functors
in the sense of Kan [11], making the structures of topology and combinatorics inseparable.
We conclude that one can unambiguously define a topological space X of CW-type to be
Buchsbaum, Cohen-Macaulay or 2-Cohen-Macaulay if |ˆ∆℘(X )ˆ| is, see definitions in p. 24.
More on these matters are found in [12], [17] and [27].
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4. Simplicial Manifolds
A simplicial manifold is a simplicial complex (defined below) fulfilling certain con-
ditions - classically involving only the local structure of the complex, usually concerning
some or all “links” or “stars”, which then are assumed to be sphere- resp. ball-like in some
sense - typically topologically, homotopically, homologically or combinatorially, but there
are also other ways to formulate simplicial manifold criteria.
Simplicial complexes are mainly either “geometrical” or “abstract”. The former is usually
(non-exhaustively) encountered as “simplicial” structures, the local structure of which
strongly relates to some well-behaved subspace of some Euclidian space in a way that allow
a well-defined concept of “dimension”. The abstract simplicial manifolds is most likely
to appear within algebraic topology or combinatorics. Through “realization functors”,
“abstract” and “geometrical” simplicial complexes are related in some clarifying way.
Simplicial structures are useful in many ways. In particular, they allow computer-based
algorithms to calculate (co)homology groups for triangulable objects, as for instance, all
“once continuously differentiable manifolds” (in particular, all “smooth manifolds” from
calculus) are triangulable, and so, any triangulation of any such compact manifold can be
used to determine its (co)homology groups with respect to any homology theory due to
the uniqueness theorem for simplicial homology, see [4] p. 100.
Since this paper exclusively deals with the connection between combinatorics, general
topology and algebra the geometrical simplicial manifolds will not be treated here.
4.1. Abstract simplicial manifold. Abstract simplicial complexes can be either “clas-
sical” or “augmented”. The following equality is ment to clarify the relation between
“Augmental” and “Augmented”: “The augmental category of simplicial complexes” =
“The category of {∅}-augmented simplicial complexes including both ∅ and {∅}”.
Definition. An abstract simplicial complex is a set S of (non-empty) finite sets closed
under the formation of subsets.
If the parenthesis is deleted and the definition is read as non-empty finite sets it becomes
the definition of classical abstract simplicial complexes, while when the word non-empty
is completely ignored, i.e. when the definition is read with any finite sets – including the
empty set ∅, the definition of augmented abstract simplicial complexes is at hand.
Formally: (σ ∈ Σ) ∧ (∅ 6= τ ⊂ σ) =⇒ τ ∈ Σ respectively (σ ∈ Σ) ∧ (τ ⊂ σ) =⇒ τ ∈ Σ.
One of the most significant difference between the classical and the augmented abstract
simplicial complexes is disclosed in the definition of the binary operation of the join (∗) of
two simplicial complexes. ∅ is the join-unit with respect to the classical definition, while
{∅} is the join-unit with respect to the augmented definition. This difference between the
join-definitions is crucial and is therefore written out together with equivalent definitions
to those just given for simplicial complexes.
Definition. An augmented abstract simplicial complex Σ on a vertex set VΣ is a collection
(possibly empty) of finite subsets σ, the simplices, of VΣ satisfying:
(a) If v ∈ VΣ, then {v} ∈ Σ.
(b) If σ ∈ Σ and τ ⊂ σ, then τ ∈ Σ.
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Define the simplicial join Σ1 ∗ Σ2, of two simplicial complexes Σ1 and Σ2 with disjoint
vertex sets, to be:
Σ1 ∗ Σ2 := {σ1 ∪ σ2 | σi ∈ Σi (i = 1, 2)}.
Definition. (See [20] p. 108-9) A classical abstract simplicial complex Σ on a vertex set
VΣ is a collection of non-empty finite subsets σ, the simplices, of VΣ satisfying:
(a) If v ∈ VΣ, then {v} ∈ Σ.
(b) If σ ∈ Σ and ∅ 6= τ ⊂ σ, then τ ∈ Σ.
Define the classica simplicial join Σ1 ∗ Σ2, of two simplicial complexes Σ1 and Σ2 with
disjoint vertex sets, to be:
Σ1 ∗ Σ2 := Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ {σ1 ∪ σ2 | σi ∈ Σi (i = 1, 2)}.
The importance of the augmented join can not be overrated, since it is the functorial
counterpart of the (graded) tensor produkt in commutative algebra under the Stanley-
Reisner ring construction, cf. Example iii p. 7.
4.2. Classical abstract simplicial manifolds.
When combinatorialists, in the 1970th, began to use commutative algebra to solve com-
binatorial problems, it became obvious that the category of classical abstract simplicial
complexes were inadequate for their purposes and they turned to the category of aug-
mented abstract simplicial complexes, which will be the target also of the investigation
below.
4.3. Augmented abstract simplicial manifolds.
4.3.1. Background. ”Classical abstract simplicial complexes” are present in the main-bulk
of classical algebraic topological literature while the contemporary literature on simplicial
complexes usually just takes the augmented concept for granted when defining or mention-
ing “simplicial complexes”.
The homology theory used below, named augmental homology and denoted Hˆ∗, is a
formal homology theory that obeys the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms and unifies the classical
relative homology functor and the classical reduced homology functor. Its definition is
concretizised in the chapter “Augmental homology” and, in particular, it formalizes the
informal use of the classical reduced homology within combinatorics, which sometimes
is stated simply as “We use H˜∗ with H˜−1({∅};G) = G” - a working practice that was
introduced in the 70th during the algebraization of combinatorics and which is sufficient as
long as one deals with simplicial homology and is able to avoid relative homology through
the use of the “link”-construction.
The contemporary/augmented, i.e. the non-classical, definition of simplicial complexes
allows two vertex-free complexes ∅ and {∅}, the latter of which actually deprives modern
combinatorics of a formal realization functor due to the fact that the classical category of
topological spaces and continuous functions contains only one pointless space, namely ∅.
This is formally rectified by performing an analogous algebraization of general topology by
simply introducing a (−1)-dimensional topological join-unit (denoted “{℘}”) that matches
the (−1)-dimensional simplicial complex {∅}.
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There is a “notational” issue that steams from the fact that the empty set ∅ plays a dual
role in the contemporary category of simplicial complexes – it is both a (−1)-dimensional
simplex and a (−∞)-dimensional simplicial complex. To stress those different roles, ∅ is
denoted ∅o when, and only when, it is used as a (−1)-dimensional simplex. The new
simplicial complex {∅o} will serve as the ( abstract simplicial) (−1)-standard simplex.
4.3.2. Definitions. Below, definitions will be given for the following three simplicial mani-
fold structures: 1 pseudomanifolds, 2 quasi-manifolds and 3 simplicial homology-manifolds.
The two first are combinatorial structures, though the boundary definition of quasi-manifolds
isn’t, as it is equivalently formulated as that for homology manifolds, which are completely
homology-based and thereby dependent on the particular choice of coefficient module. The
hierarchy is as follows: Σ is a homology manifold =⇒ Σ is a quasi-manifold =⇒ Σ is a
pseudomanifold. None of these implications is an equivalence.
Also a definition 3´ for singular homology-manifolds is given, mainly to accentuate the
connection between the combinatorial and the point-set topological manifold structures.
Definition 1. An n-dimensional pseudomanifold is a locally finite n-complex Σ such that;
(α) Σ is pure, i.e. the maximal simplices in Σ are all n-dimensional.
(β) Every (n− 1)-simplex of Σ is the face of at most two n-simplices.
(γ) If s and s′ are n-simplices in Σ, there is a finite sequence s = s0, s1, . . . sm = s
′ of
n-simplices in Σ such that si ∩ si+1 is an (n− 1)-simplex for 0 ≤ i < m.
(γ is precisely the definition of a pure and strongly connected simplicial complex if any pair
of maximal simplices can be connected in this way.)
The boundary, BdΣ, of an n-dimensional pseudomanifold Σ, is the subcomplex generated
by those (n-1)-simplices which are faces of exactly one n-simplex in Σ.
Definition 2. A quasi-n-manifold is a locally finite n-dimensional simplicial complex Σ
and;
(α)Σ is pure. (α is redundant – as a consequence of γ (A. Bjo¨rner))
(β)Every (n− 1)-simplex of Σ is the face of at most two n-simplices.
(γ)Lk
Σ
σ is connected i.e. Hˆ0(LkΣσ;G) = 0 for all σ ∈ Σ, s.a. dim σ < n − 1, i.e.
dimLk
Σ
σ ≥ 1.
The boundary with respect to the coefficient module G of a quasi-n-manifold Σ, denoted
Bd
G
Σ, is the complex;
Bd
G
Σ := {σ ∈ Σ | Hˆn−#σ(LkΣσ;G) = 0} (∼= {σ ∈ Σ | Hˆn(Σ, costΣσ;G) = 0}),
where G is a unital module over a commutative ring A. “Lk” and “cost” are defined in
p. 15. Bd
G
Σ is G-dependent and therefore, in general, not purely combinatorial.
Lemma. Σ is a quasi-n-manifold if all of its links LkΣσ are pseudomanifolds. (In particular
including LkΣ∅o = Σ.)
Recall that dimLkΣσ = dimΣ−#σ. In the next definition, let: n := dimΣ.
Definition 3. ∅ is defined to be a (simplicial) homology
G
-(−∞)-manifold and Σ = •• is
a homology
G
0-manifold. Any other (than ∅ or ••) connected, locally finite n-complex in
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K℘ is a homologyGn-manifold (n-hmG) if
Hˆi−#σ(LkΣσ;G) = 0 if i 6= n for all ∅o 6= σ ∈ Σ, (i)
Hˆn−#σ(LkΣσ;G) ∼= 0 or G for all ∅o 6= σ ∈ Σ. (ii)
(1)
The boundary is defined to be: Bd
G
Σ := {σ ∈ Σ | Hˆn−#σ(LkΣσ;G) = 0}.
An n-hm
G
Σ is joinable if (i) holds also for σ = ∅o.
An n-hm
G
Σ 6= ∅ is a homology
G
-n- sphere (n-hsp
G
) if, for all σ ∈ Σ, Hˆn−#σ(LkΣσ;G) =
G.
Definition 4. Let “manifold” stand for a pseudo-, quasi- or a homology manifold.
A finite/compact n-manifold S is orientable
G
if Hˆn(S,BdS;G) ∼= G. An n-manifold is
orientable
G
if all its finite/compact n-submanifolds are orientable − else, non-orientable
G
.
Orientability is left undefined for ∅.
To be able to analyze the boundary of a simplicial manifold in detail one needs to be
able to identify the strongly connected boundary components, see Definition 1γ.
Definition 5. {BΣ
G,j}j∈I is the set of strongly connected boundary components of Σ if
{BΣ
G,j}j∈I is the maximal strongly connected components of BdBdGΣ. (⇒ B
Σ
G,j is pure
and if σ is a maximal simplex in Bj (:= B
Σ
G,j), then; Lk(BdGΣ)σ = LkBjσ = {∅o}.)
Note. The functor
F℘ : D −→ D℘; F℘(X) = X + {℘} =: X℘
simply adds, using “topological sum”, the (−1)-dimensional topological join-unit {℘} to
each classical topological space in D and it is defined in the chapter on Augmental homol-
ogy.
F℘ has an invers, F : D℘ :−→ D; F(X℘) = X deleting ℘.
Note also that F({℘}) = F(∅) = ∅.
So, the typical augmental topological space is a construction of the following kind: X℘ =
F℘(X) = X+℘, where “X” is a classical topological space and the “+” denotes “topological
sum”. To be able to discuss general topological questions concerning augmental topological
spaces the following general doctrine is formulated as a guideline:
Doctrine: The underlying principle for definitions is that a concept in D (K) is carried
over to D℘ (Ko) by F℘ (Eo) with addition of explicit definitions of the concepto for cases
which are not proper images under F℘ (Eo).
Whatever manifold M is at hand, its boundary in the augmented setting is essentially
the same as in the classical setting since;
E(BdM) = Bd(E(M)) in the simplicial case,
resp.
F(BdM) = Bd(F(M)) in the topological case.
So, what remains after removing ∅o resp. ℘ from a boundary in the augmented setting
is exactly the classical boundary - always!
In the opposite direction: For any classical homology
Z
manifoldX 6= • (:= The one-point
space) with Bd
Z
X = ∅; Bd
Z
F℘(X) = ∅ if X is compact and orientable and BdZF℘(X) =
{℘} else.
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The one-point space (resp. the one-vertex complex) • is the only compact orientable
manifold with boundary = {℘} ({∅o}).
The subindex ℘ will usually be deleted, as for instance, X℘ will usually be written X.
4.3.3. Realizations. A topological space X that is homeomorphic to the realization |Σ| of
an abstract simplicial complex Σ is called a polytope or a triangulable space and Σ is said to
be a triangulation of X . The augmented realization functor essentially equals the classical,
except that it also maps {∅o} onto {℘}, cf. [6] p. 13.
A topological space is called a n-pseudomanifold or a quasi-n-manifold if it can be triangu-
lated into a abstract simplicial complex that is a n-pseudomanifold resp. a quasi-n-manifold
as defined through the above two purely combinatorial structures. It can be shown that if
X has a triangulation Σ that is a pseudo-/quasi-n-manifold then any triangulation of X is
a pseudomanifold or a quasi-n-manifold resp.
A different definition-approach is used when declaring a topological space to be a (sin-
gular) homology
G
n-manifold (n-hm
G
).
Recall the definition of the “extended setminus” \o p. 15 and that: Σ is (locally) finite
⇐⇒ |Σ| is (locally) compact.
Definition 3´. ∅ is said to be a (singular) homology
G
-(−∞)-manifold and X = •• is
a homology
G
0-manifold. Any other (than ∅ or ••) connected, locally compact Hausdorff
space X ∈ D℘ is a (singular) homologyGn-manifold (n-hmG) if
Hˆi(X,X \o x;G) = 0 if i 6= n for all ℘ 6= x ∈ X, (i)
Hˆn(X,X \o x;G) ∼= 0 or G for all ℘ 6= x ∈ X and = G for some x ∈ X. (ii)
(1′)
The boundary is defined to be:
Bd
G
X := {x ∈ X | Hˆn(X,X \o x;G) = 0}.
An n-hm
G
X is joinable if (i) holds also for x = ℘.
An n-hm
G
X 6= ∅ is a homology
G
-n-sphere (n-hsp
G
) if, for all x ∈ X, Hˆn(X,X\ox;G) = G.
A simplicial complex Σ is a hm
G
if |Σ| is. So, in particular, a triangulable n-hsp
G
is a
compact space.
Note that even if X is a hm
G
it may not be triangulable.
The following proposition implies that the boundary definition for quasi- and homology
manifolds resp. are identical for polytopes.
The above mentioned (−1)-dimensional topological join-unit, “℘”, shows up in different
disguises, e.g., in the next proposition it is incarnated as the “trivial barycentric vertex-
function” α0 fulfilling α0(v) ≡ 0 for all vertices v.
Since “Lk
Σ
∅ = Σ”, the use of this new unifying relative homology functor together with
the “natural” (in particular faithful) realization functor now requires a minor modifica-
tion/extension p. 15, denoted “\o”, of the classical setminus “\” resulting in the following
very useful proposition. (See the chapter on Augmental homology.)
Proposition. Let G be a (unital) module over a commutative ring A with unit. With α
in the interior of σ, i.e. α ∈ {β ∈ |Σ| | [v ∈ σ] ⇐⇒ [β(v) 6= 0]} and α = α0 if and
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only if σ = ∅o, the following A-module isomorphisms are all induced by chain (homotopy)
equivalences.
Hˆi−#σ(LkΣσ;G) ∼= Hˆi(Σ, costΣσ;G) ∼= Hˆi(|Σ|, |costΣσ|;G) ∼= Hˆi(|Σ|, |Σ| \ oα;G).
4.3.4. Product and Joins of manifolds. Three types of manifolds, complexes & polytopes
and two binary operation makes 12 different situations that below are rationalized into one
theorem. Some preparation is needed though. The (ordered simplicial) Cartesian product
of simplicial complexes are given at the end of the chapter on Stanley-Reisner rings, while
the join-definition is given in the beginning of that article.
When ⋄ in Theorem 01 below is interpreted throughout as product ×, the word manifold
temporarily excludes ∅, {∅o} and also the 0-sphere ••, since the latter in general makes the
resulting product non-connected. ∅ is excluded for joins ∗. For products it is assumed that
ǫ := 0, while ǫ := 1 in the case of joins. For joins, let the word manifold on the right hand
side of Th. 01.1 be limited to “any finite manifold” respectively to “any compact joinable
homology
G
ni-manifold” when homology manifolds are concerned.
Local compactness is preserved under join if, and only if, the factors are both compact
(and regular according to D.E. Cohen, 1956).
For quasi- and homology manifolds, “Bd” should be interpreted as “Bd
k
”, with k a field,
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For polytopial spaces X1, X2 and any field k :
1. X1 ⋄X2 is a (n1 + n2 + ǫ)-manifold⇐⇒ Xi is a ni-manifold for i = 1, 2.
2. Bd(• ×X) = • × (BdX). Otherwise Bd(X1 ⋄X2) = ((BdX1) ⋄X2) ∪ (X1 ⋄ (BdX2)).
3. X1 ⋄X2 is orientablek ⇐⇒ both X1, X2 are orientablek .
Theorem 4.1 can be generalized considerably through Theorem 3.6 p. 14 in the chapter
on Augmental Homology.
Note. (X1 ⋄X2,Bdk(X1 ⋄X2)) =
[
Motivation: Th. 4.1.2 +
the pair-×/∗-formulas
]
= (X1,BdkX1) ⋄ (X2,BdkX2).
4.3.5. Examples.
Example 1. There are a number of homeomorphisms involving products and joins of
m-unit balls/disks Em and m-unit spheres Sm. For example, with n := p+q, p, q ≥ 0 then,
Ep ∗ Eq ≃ En+1 ≃ Ep ∗ Sq, Sn+1 ≃ Sp ∗ Sq and Ep × Eq ≃ En.
Now the above boundary formula provides some of the homeomorphisms used within
surgery theory, as for instance:
Sn = BdEn+1 ≃ Bd(Ep∗Eq) ≃ Ep∗Sq−1∪Sp−1∗Eq ≃ Bd(Ep+1×Eq) ≃ Ep+1×Sq−1∪Sp×Eq .
Example 2. The real projective plane is the boundary of the cone of a Mo¨bius band M
when regarded as a quasi-manifold (or as a pseudomanifold), and using, for instance, the
prime field Z3 with three elements as coefficient group. (M is not a joinable 2-hmk. RP2 is
a joinable 2-hmk if chark 6= 2. See [10] p. 36.)
BdZ3(M∗•) = ((BdZ3M)∗•)∪(M∗BdZ3•) = (S
1∗•)∪(M∗BdZ3•) = E
2∪(M∗{∅o}) = E2∪M,
which is a well-known century-old representation of the real projective plane RP2.
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Note. ∅, {∅o}, and 0-dimensional complexes with either one, •, or two, ••, vertices are
the only manifolds in dimensions ≤ 0, and the |1-manifolds| are finite/infinite 1-circles and
(half)lines, while,
[Σ is a quasi-2-manifold]⇐⇒ [Σ is a homologyZ 2-manifold].
Any augmental topological space X℘ = X + ℘ is by construction, as a topological sum, a
non-connected topological space, but through the above accepted doctrine it is connected
if and only if X is. For example – as stated above – Definition 1.γ is paraphrased as
“Σ is strongly connected”. Now, •• is strongly connected as a simplicial complex, due to
existence of the (−1)-dimensional simplex ∅o, while its realization |••|, usually also denoted
simply ••, is non-connected, due to the above doctrine.
Note also that S−1 := {∅o} is the boundary of the 0-ball •, the double of which is the
0-sphere ••. Both the (−1)-sphere {∅o} and the 0-sphere •• has, as preferred, empty
boundaries.
4.3.6. Weak manifolds in general topology. The general topological concept of a “weak
homology manifold” is essentially equivalent to that of “Buchsbaum complexes” within
combinatorics. This illustrates the usefulness of the above mentioned algebraization of
general topology. Of course, this connection goes both ways and so, further motivates the
contemporary effort to topologize algebraic structures.
The general topological regularity condition “Hausdorff” in the following definition of a
“weak homology manifold” is equivalent to T2+T1, see for instance Wikipedia: “Separation
axioms”.
Definition 6´. ∅ is defined to be a weak homology
G
-(−∞)-manifold. A nonempty locally
compact Hausdorff space X ∈ D℘ is a weak homologyGn-manifold (n-whmG) if, for some
A-module R;
Hˆi(X,X \o x;G) = 0 if i 6= n for all ℘ 6= x ∈ X, (i)
Hˆn(X,X \o x;G) ∼= G⊕R for some ℘ 6= x ∈ X if X 6= {℘}. (ii
′)
(2′)
An n-whm
G
X is joinable (n-jwhm
G
) if (i) holds also for x = ℘.
An n-jwhm
G
X is a weak homology-n-sphere
G
(n-whsp) if Hˆn−1(X\o x;G) = 0 for all x∈X.
Definition. X is acyclic
G
if Hˆi(X, ∅;G) = 0 for all i ∈ Z. So, {℘}(= |{∅o}|) isn’t acyclic
G
.
An arbitrary X is ordinary
G
if 2′ implies that Hˆi(X\ox;G) = 0, for all i ≥ n and all x∈X.
X is locally weakly direct
G
if Hˆi(X,X \o x;G) ∼= G⊕Q for some i, some A-module Q
and some ℘ 6= x ∈ X . (A definition of technical nature - used to avoid complete annihilation
of certain graded tensor products.)
Hˆ
dimΣ
(|Σ|, |Σ| \o α;G) ∼= G if α ∈ Intσ and σ is a simplex of maxidimension i.e., if
#σ − 1 =: dim σ = dimΣ, since now Lk
Σ
σ = {∅o}. So, for polytopes, (ii
′) is always
fulfilled, which simplifies the definition of weak homology manifolds in the category of
simplicial complexes, since only condition (i) needs to be justified i.e.:
Definition 6. ∅ is defined to be a weak homology
G
-(−∞)-manifold.
A nonempty simplicial complex Σ ∈ Ko is a weak homologyGn-manifold (n-whmG) if;
Hˆi−#σ(LkΣσ;G) = 0 if i 6= n for all ∅o 6= σ ∈ Σ, (i) (2)
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An n-whm
G
Σ is joinable (n-jwhm
G
) if (i)(2) holds also for σ = ∅o.
An n-jwhm
G
Σ is a weak homology-n-sphere
G
(n-whsp) if Hˆn−1(costΣσ;G) = 0 for all σ ∈ Σ.
Note. Nonempty triangulable manifolds are ordinary if the coefficient module is a field or Z.
Theorem 4.2. For ordinary
k
locally weakly directk T1-spaces X1, X2 (Xi 6= ∅, {℘});
i. X1 ×X2 (n1 + n2)-whmk ⇐⇒ X1, X2 both whmk.
ii. If n1 + n2 > ni i = 1, 2, then,
[X1 ×X2(n1 + n2)-jwhmk]⇐⇒ [X1, X2 both ni -jwhmk and acyclick].
(Th. 3.2 p. 13 in ch. 2 on augmental homology implies that;
[Hˆ
i
(X1×X2 ;k) = 0 for i 6= n1 + n2]⇐⇒ [X1 , X2 both acyclick]⇐⇒ [X1×X2 acyclick].
So, X1×X2 is never a whspk).
iii. X1 ∗X2(n1 + n2 + 1)−whmk ⇐⇒ X1, X2 both ni-jwhmk ⇐⇒ X1 ∗X2 jwhmk.
iv. X1, X2 are both whspk if and only if X1 ∗X2 is a whsp.
4.3.7. Weak manifolds in combinatorics. Combinatorialists call a finite simplicial com-
plex a Buchsbaum (Bbm
k
) a Cohen-Macaulay (CM
k
), a 2-Cohen-Macaulay (2-CM
k
) or a
Gorenstein (Gor
k
) complex if its Stanley-Reisner ring is a Buchsbaum, Cohen-Macaulay,
2-Cohen-Macaulay or Gorenstein ring resp. The subindex k indicate the coefficient mod-
ule/base ring, which is limited to be a field or Z (for algebra-theoretical reasons). Unlike
Gorensteinness, the property of being either Buchsbaum, Cohen-Macaulay or 2-Cohen-
Macaulay is a topological property in the sense that they are not sensitive to any particular
triangulation of the polytope (i.e. of the realisation). The hierarchy among these algebra
founded non-triangular sensitive concepts looks as follows: 2-CM
k
=⇒CM
k
=⇒ Bbm
k
.
Not only polytopes, but every topological spaces is individually related to a well-defined
Stanley-Reisner ring through the triangulability of the Milnor realization |ˆ∆℘(X )ˆ| of the
(augmented) singular complex with respect to X , see [17], as it, with respect to Bbm
k
,
CM
k
and 2-CM
k
-ness, is triangulation invariant.
Each of these four properties of simplicial complexes has been given equivalent definitions
formulated purely in terms of certain homology groups of the simplicial complex at hand.
The failure of Gorensteinness to be a topological property depends on the fact that here
the homology-calculations are performed on a subcomplex called the core, the definition
of which depends on the cone points, which in turn depend on the triangulation of the
original complex. A vertex is a “cone point” in Σ if it belongs to every maximal simplex
of Σ.
The core of Σ := coreΣ := {σ ∈ Σ | σ contains no cone points}.
The following three propositions, found in [21] together with proof-references, can be used
as “definitions” when restricted to finite simplicial complexes. The proof of Proposition
3.iv is given by A. Bjo¨rner as an appendix in [7].
Recall the definition of the Co-extended setminus \o and note that the “i < dim ·” are all
equivalent to “i 6= dim ·”, since there are no simplices above dimension “dim ·”.
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Proposition. 1. (Schenzel) ([21] Th. 8.1) Let Σ be a finite simplicial complex and let k
be a field. Then the following are equivalent:
(i.) Σ is Buchsbaum over k.
(ii.) Σ is pure, and k〈Σ〉p is Cohen-Macaulay for all prime ideals p different from
the unique homogeneous maximal ideal i.e., the irrelevant ideal.
(iii.) For all σ ∈ Σ, σ 6= ∅ and i < dim(LkΣσ), Hˆi(LkΣσ;k) = 0.
(iv.) For all α ∈ |Σ|, α 6= α0 and i < dimΣ, Hˆi(|Σ|, |Σ| \o α;k) = 0.
Proposition. 2. ([21] Prop. 4.3, Cor. 4.2) Let Σ be a finite simplicial complex and let k
be a field. Then the following are equivalent:
(i.) Σ is Cohen-Macaulay over k.
(ii.) (Reisner) For all σ ∈ Σ and i < dim(LkΣσ), Hˆi(LkΣσ;k) = 0.
(iii.) (Munkres) For all α ∈ |Σ| and i < dimΣ, Hˆi(|Σ|, |Σ| \o α;k) = 0.
Proposition. 3. ([21] Th. 5.1) Let Σ be a finite simplicial complex, k a field or Z and
Γ := coreΣ. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Σ is Gorenstein over k.
(ii) For all σ ∈ Γ, Hˆi(LkΓσ;k) ∼=
{
k if i = dim(LkΓσ),
0 if i < dim(LkΓσ)
(iii) For all α ∈ |Γ|, Hˆi(|Γ|, |Γ| \o α;k) =
{
k if i = dimΓ,
0 if i < dimΓ.
(iv) (A. Bjo¨rner) Σ is Gorensteink ⇐⇒ Σ is C-Mk, and Γ is an orientable pseudomanifold
without boundary.
(v) Either


1. Σ = {∅}, •, ••, or,
2. Σ is Cohen-Macaulay over k, dimΣ ≥ 1, and the link of every
(dim(Σ) − 2)- face is either a circle or a line with two or three vertices
and χ˜(Γ) = (−1)dimΓ.
The above algebraic concepts of Bbm
k
, CM
k
and 2-CM
k
-ness are strongly related to
those for weak manifolds. Indeed, for triangulations of polytopes they are equivalent to
n-whm
k
, n-jwhm
k
and n-whsp
k
resp., implying that the following definitions are consistent
with the original combinatorial/algebraic concepts:
Definition 7. X is Bbm
G
(CM
G
, 2-CM
G
) if X is an n-whm
G
(n-jwhm
G
, n-whsp
G
).
A simplicial complex Σ is defined to be Bbm
G
, CM
G
resp. 2-CM
G
if |Σ| is.
For Bbm and CM, the consistency is easily checked through the homology-characterizations
given above, while [6] provide a proof that the above definition of 2-CM-ness i consistent
with Baklawski’s original definition in [1]. In particular: Σ is 2-CM
k
if and only if Σ is
CM
k
and Hˆn−1(costΣδ;k) = 0, for all δ ∈ Σ, cf. [21] p. 94.
Proposition. 4. The following conditions are equivalent:
a. Σ is Bbm
k
,
b. (Schenzel) Σ is pure and LkΣδ is CMk for all ∅o 6= δ ∈ Σ,
c. (Reisner) Σ is pure and LkΣv is CMkfor all v ∈ VΣ.
Example. When limited to compact polytopes and a field k as coefficient module/base
ring, [21] p. 73 gives the following Buchsbaum-equivalence using ring-theoretical local
cohomology;
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d. (Schenzel) ∆ is Buchsbaum if and only if dimHi
k〈Σ〉+
(k〈Σ〉) ≤ ∞ if 0 ≤ i < dimk〈Σ〉),
in which case Hi
k[Σ]+
(k〈Σ〉) ∼= Hˆi−1(|Σ|;k); for proof cf. [23] p. 144.
Here, “dim” is the Krull dimension, which for Stanley-Reisner rings is simply “1 + the
simplicial dimension”.
Given finite Σ1, Σ2 n-jwhm
k
(equivalently, finite and CM
k
). Since k〈Σ1〉 ⊗ k〈Σ2〉 ∼=
k〈Σ1 ∗ Σ2〉 for Stanley-Reisner rings, the following Ku¨nneth formula for ring theoretical
local cohomology is a direct consequence of the Ku¨nneth formula for joins; (“·+” indicates
the unique homogeneous maximal ideal of “·”, i.e., the irrelevant ideal of “·”.)
1. Hq
(k〈Σ1〉⊗k〈Σ2〉)+
(k〈Σ1 〉 ⊗ k〈Σ2 〉)
∼=
⊕
i+j=q
(
Hi
k〈Σ1〉+
(k〈Σ1 〉)⊗ H
j
k〈Σ2 〉+
(k〈Σ2 〉)
)
.
2. Put: β
G
(X) := inf{j|∃x; x ∈ X ∧ Hˆj(X,X \o x;G) 6= 0}, where “inf”:=”infimum”.
For a finite Σ, β
k
(Σ) is related to the concepts “depth of the ring k〈Σ〉” and “C-M-ness
of k〈Σ〉” through β
k
(Σ) = depth (k〈Σ〉)− 1, in [2] Ex. 5.1.23 p. 214 and [21] p. 142 Ex.
34. See also [18].
4.3.8. Product and joins of Gorenstein complexes. Let k denote either a field or the integers
Z. Proofs of the following two propositions are found in [7].
Proposition. 5. Σ1 ∗ Σ2 Gorenstein over k⇔ Σ1,Σ2 both Gorenstein over k.
The (ordered simplicial) product of simplicial complexes is defined at the end of the
chapter on Stanley-Reisner rings as Definition 2.7 p. 7.
Proposition. 6. Let Σ1 and Σ2 be two arbitrary simplicial complexes with dimΣi ≥
1, (i = 1, 2) and with linear orders on their vertex sets VΣ1 , VΣ2 respectively, then,
(I) Σ1 × Σ2 Gorenstein over k
is equivalent to the disjunction of the following two statements;
(II)
{
Σi are both Gorenstein over k with exactly one cone point vi, i = 1, 2,
which either both are minimal or both are maximal.
(III)
{
Σi are both Gorenstein over k with exactly two cone points vij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2,
where vi1 are minimal elements in VΣi, and vi2 are maximal in VΣi .(
i.e. (I)⇐⇒ (II) ∨ (III)
)
Note. The cases when either of the complexes have dimension less then 1 can be sorted
out using Prop. 3. (iv) and (v) above.
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